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DRAFT MINUTES

of the twelfth meeting of the EU-Mexico JPC

20 June 2011, 09.30 to 22.00 
21 June 2011, 09.15 to 13.30 

Luxembourg
Schuman Building, Kirchberg

1. The inaugural session opened at 09.30, with the members of the EU-Mexico Joint 
Parliamentary Committee present and chaired by the two Co-Presidents, Ricardo 
Cortes Lastra (EP) and Senator José Guadarrama Márquez (Mexican Congress). The 
following made introductory speeches:

I. Ricardo Cortes Lastra, President of the EP delegation to the EU-Mexico JPC;

II. Senator José Guadarrama Márquez, President of the Mexican delegation to the EU-
Mexico JPC;

III. Astrid Lulling, EP Quaestor;

IV. Santiago Fisas Ayxela, Vice-President of the EP delegation to the EU-Mexico JPC;

V. Porfirio Muñoz Ledo, member of the Mexican Chamber of Deputies and member of 
the Mexican delegation to the EU-Mexico JPC;

VI. Charles Goerens, MEP.
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The speakers stressed the following points:

- Satisfaction at the substantial presence of both Mexican and European members at the 
present twelfth EU-Mexico JPC meeting, as also at the fact of its being held in Luxembourg, 
as a location symbolising European integration; 

- Reaffirmation of the bond between Mexico and the EU, based as it is on multiple historical
and cultural affinities and shared democratic principles; Mexico is the only country in the 
world to have concluded a Global Agreement and Strategic Partnership with the EU; 

- The need to reinforce multilateralism in international relations, a goal to which EU-Mexico 
cooperation can make a substantial contribution in the context of international forums;

- Satisfaction at the results of COP 16, which had been excellently organised by the Mexican 
authorities in Cancún, and support for the goal of achieving a far-reaching and binding 
agreement in Durban;

- Encouragement of dialogue with European and Mexican civil society in the context of the 
conclusions of the Fourth Dialogue Forum, held between civil society and the Mexican and 
EU governments;

- Support for closer EU-Mexico cooperation in the field of science and technology;

- The need to debate the future role of the EU-Mexico JPC.

The following speakers were Marie-Anne Connisx, the EU ambassador to Mexico, and Sandra 
Fuentes-Berain, the Mexican ambassador to the EU. Both stressed the exemplary nature of EU-
Mexico relations (as embodied in the Global Agreement and Strategic Partnership) and the vital 
role being played by parliamentary diplomacy via the EU-Mexico JPC.

2. The draft agenda for the twelfth meeting of the EU-Mexico JPC was adopted. 

3. The draft minutes of the eleventh meeting of the EU-Mexico JPC (Mexico City, 1-4
December 2010) were approved.

    SESSION I

4. First report: political, economic and social situation in Mexico and the EU

Rapporteur for the EP delegation: Teresa Jiménez-Becerril (PPE).

Rapporteurs for the Mexican delegation: Francisco Javier Salazar Sáenz (PAN) and 
Senator Teresa Ortuño Gurza (PAN).
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The rapporteurs stressed the following aspects:

- The entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon and its political, institutional and international
repercussions;

- The international economic and financial crisis and its consequences for the EU and Mexico: 
asymmetrical recovery in the EU Member States and substantial recovery in Mexico (the 
world's fourteenth biggest economy); 

- Movements of social revolt - in Europe and in the southern Mediterranean / Middle East 
(impact on the EU); 

- The reform of the Mexican constitution on human rights matters (11 articles have been 
amended), promulgated on 9 June 2011 by President Calderón, conferring constitutional status 
on all the human rights consecrated in the international treaties ratified by Mexico; 

- The Mexican authorities' fight against corruption, impunity, organised crime and drug 
trafficking;

- The need to continue with economic and social reform in Mexico;
- Mexico and the EU as key players in the changes and movements that are shaping a new 

world order.

The following spoke: Ricardo Cortés Lastra (Co-President, S&D), José Guadarrama Márquez 
(Co-President, PRD), Alberto Cinta Martínez (PVEM), José Luis Jaime Correa (PRD), Santiago 
Fisas Ayxela (PPE), Carlos Flores Rico (PRI), Norbert Glante (S&D), Rosario Green Macías
(PRI), Carlos Jiménez Macias (PRI), Teresa Jiménez-Becerril (rapporteur, PPE), Astrid Lulling 
(PPE), Porfirio Muñoz Ledo (PT), Teresa Ortuño Gurza (rapporteur, PAN), Beatriz Paredes 
Rangel (PRI), José Ignacio Salafranca (PPE), Francisco Salazar Sáenz (rapporteur, PAN), Dirk 
Sterckx (ALDE) and Juan Bueno Torio (PAN). 

The following subjects were discussed:
 Democratic stability and constitutional reform in Mexico;
 Human rights in Mexico;
 Relations between executive and legislature in Mexico;
 Reform of the international financial system;
 The European debt crisis and the need for global governance;
 The crisis in the European construction sector;
 Nationalism and xenophobia in the EU;
 Migration issues;
 Youth unemployment;
 Social inequality;
 The legal system and crime;
 Tax revenue;
 Education.

The meeting adjourned at 12.45. The delegation members went on to visit the European Court of 
Justice, where they lunched with the following: Jean-Jacques Kasel (President of the Court, LU), 
Georges Arestis (Judge, CY), Anthony Borg-Barthet (Judge, MT), Aindrias Ó Caoimh (Judge, 
IE), Rosario Silva de Lapuerta (Judge, ES), Egils Levits (Judge, LV), Camelia Toader (Judge, 
RO), Paolo Mengozzi (Advocate-General, IT) and Alfredo Calot Escobar (Secretary of the 
Court).
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    SESSION II

The meeting resumed at 15.30 with Senator José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-President) in the 
chair.

5. Second report: Climate change - prospects post-Cancún

Rapporteur for the EP delegation: Dirk Sterckx (ALDE)

Rapporteur for the Mexican delegation: Beatriz Paredes Rangel (PRI)

The rapporteurs stressed the following points: 

- The fight against climate change and its decisive nature for the future of humanity;

- The considerable success achieved by Mexico and the EU in Cancún in December 2010;

- The need to keep the average rise in global temperature below 2°C;

- The need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions;

- The need for a commitment to alternative energy sources;

- The need to conserve biodiversity in order to contribute to achieving the Millennium 
Development Goals, especially No 7;

- Implementation of the 'Green Fund' as agreed on in Cancún, in order to support 
developing countries' measures for adapting to climate change; 

- The need to reinforce the mechanisms for accelerating the technology transfers needed 
for developing countries to boost their capacity to reduce and adapt to climate change;

- The need for Mexico and the EU to maintain the dynamic of the Cancún understanding in 
order to ensure the success of COP 17 in Durban in December 2011;

- With regard to climate change, the importance of insisting in Durban on the key role of 
cooperation at global level and securing the support of traditionally reluctant countries 
such as China, the US and Russia for accepting measures that are binding at global level, 
as well as reinforcing cooperation in the context of the Clean Development Mechanism, 
etc;

- The need for parliamentary involvement in the fight against climate change, on the basis 
of a meeting of the chairs of the environment committees of the EU Member States, the 
EP and the countries of Latin America, while also insisting on the proposal already made 
at the eleventh EU-Mexico JPC in December 2010 to the effect that the European and 
Mexican governments should support the creation of a tenth interest group under the UN 
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Convention on Climate Change, focusing on parliamentary participation in the 
consultation and negotiation process for the fight against climate change.

The following spoke: José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-President, PRD), Ricardo Cortés Lastra 
(Co-President), Beatriz Paredes Rangel (rapporteur, PRI), Dirk Sterckx (rapporteur, ALDE),
Porfirio Muñoz Ledo (PT) and Francisco Salazar Sáenz (PAN).

The meeting adjourned at 16.45, following which the members of the delegation visited the 
European Investment Bank (EIB).

They were received at the EIB by Dr Magdalena Álvarez, its Vice-President, and Dr Francisco 
de Paula Coelho, its Director for Asia and Latin America, who addressed the delegation on the 
subject of the work of the bank. 

- The EIB was set up under the Treaty of Rome in 1957, and its role is to finance, by 
means of long-term loans, projects contributing to the achievement of the objectives of 
the EU. 

- The bank's shareholders are the 27 EU Member States. 

- In 2010, EIB loans totalled EUR 72 000 million (63 000 million within the EU and 9 000 
outside it), making it the world's biggest multilateral bank.

- Outside the EU, the EIB is responsible for implementing the financial component of the 
agreements concluded under the Union's cooperation and development aid policy.

- In 2010, the EIB financed 460 major projects in 72 countries.

- Again in 2010, the countries of Asia and Latin America (ALA) received loans to a total 
of EUR 1 200 million, within the framework of a multiannual allocation (ALA IV 2007-
2013) of EUR 3 800 million.

- The eligibility criteria for funding projects under ALA IV are: EU foreign direct 
investment in the region; environmental improvements; and the EU's energy security.

- Concerning the environment, projects submitted should be intended for environmental 
improvements and reducing the impact of climate change (cutting gas emissions, 
achieving energy efficiency, use of renewables, etc).

- Loan recipients may be:
° public-sector enterprises (branches of European firms, joint ventures with European 

participation, firms implementing projects related to environmental improvements); 
° banks (global loans for projects of common interest);
° public-sector providers sponsoring projects of common interest (environmental 

improvements or developing closer ties between the EU and the country concerned).

- Between 1997 and 2011, EIB loans to Mexico totalled EUR 411.5 million.
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The following spoke: José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-President), Ricardo Cortés Lastra (Co-
President) and Beatriz Paredes Rangel (PRI).

The delegation members then visited the centre of Luxembourg, and were shown the Chamber of 
Deputies, being received there by its President, Laurent Mosar.

    SESSION III

The meeting resumed at 09.15 on Tuesday, 21 June 2011, with Ricardo Cortes Lastra (Co-
President) in the chair.

6. Third report: The role of Mexico and the EU in the G-20 and other international 
forums - Prospects for cooperation and political coordination 

Rapporteur for the Mexican delegation: Senator Rosario Green Macías (PRI)

The rapporteur stressed the following points:

- The Group of 20, or G-20, is a forum constituted by regular meetings (since 1999) of heads of 
state or government, central bank governors and finance ministers. Its membership consists of:
the G-7 (seven of the world's most industrialised countries), plus Russia (G-8), plus eleven 
recently industrialised countries representing all regions of the world, plus the EU as an 
economic bloc.

- Since its inaugural conference in Berlin in 1999, the G-20 has established itself as a 
forum for cooperation and consultation between its member countries, on subjects related 
to the stability of the international financial system.

- In the wake of the economic and financial crisis of 2008-2009, the G-20 has become the 
body responsible for handling global economic and financial matters, in the place of the 
G-8 or the G-14.

- In its first statement of position as permanent forum, the G-20 spoke in favour of policies 
aimed at protecting jobs with proper conditions, advocated the regulation of investment 
banks and tax havens, and took steps towards reforming the IMF and the World Bank.

- The triumph of the G-20 marks the end of the supremacy of the Bretton Woods 
institutions, i.e. the IMF and the World Bank. There is a consensus on the need for a root-
and-branch reform of both.

- In 2012 Mexico will host the G-20 summit. This will provide an excellent opportunity for 
a commitment on the part of MEPs and their Mexican counterparts to coordinate their 
efforts so as to use all available means to make their governments aware of the following 
positions:
o effective formulas must be found for demanding the reform of the international 

financial institutions, adjusting their procedures to the globalised world of today;
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o the G-20 should be enlarged to take in a reasonable number of additional countries, so 
as to make it as geographically representative as possible;

o cooperation is required in order to tackle the global challenges of climate change and 
demographic shifts; 

o the Doha Round needs to be brought to a successful conclusion;
o the targets of the Millennium Goals must be met.

The following spoke: Ricardo Cortés Lastra (Co-President), José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-
President), Luis Capoulas Santos (S&D), Santiago Fisas Ayxela (PPE), Porfirio Muñoz Ledo 
(PT), Beatriz Paredes Rangel (PRI), Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) and Juan Bueno Torio (PAN).

7. Fourth report: Participation of civil society in the various aspects of the EU-Mexican 
Strategic Partnership - Strengthening of coordination and links between legislatures and 
governments

Rapporteur for the EP delegation: Norbert Glante (S&D).

Rapporteur for the Mexican delegation: José Luis Jaime Correa (PRD).

The two rapporteurs stressed the following points:

- Mexico and the EU, as partners with their relationship grounded in the Global Agreement 
and Strategic Partnership, set an excellent example. 

- The success of the JPC is proof of the closeness of the cooperation existing between the 
Mexican Congress and the European Parliament. 

- Since the EU-Mexico Global Agreement came into force, dialogue forums have been held 
every two years, bringing together representatives of civil society in Mexico and the EU. 

- The aim of these forums is to exchange views on the best means of enriching the relationship 
between the two parties and benefiting from the opportunities offered by the Global
Agreement.

- However, since the first of these forums was held in 2002, civil society in the EU has been 
represented thanks to the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), while in 
Mexico as things stand no similar body representing civil society exists.

- It is therefore necessary to create an official Mexican body for the purpose of engaging in 
dialogue between the two partners in the context of civil society. 

- It is also necessary to create an Mexico-EU Joint Advisory Committee, of a collegiate, 
inclusive and representative nature and operating on a basis of parity, as called for at the 
Fourth Mexico-EU Civil Society Forum, held in Mexico City on 25-26 October 2010.

- The institutionalised dialogue between the civil societies from both sides of the Atlantic is 
essential for the success of the Strategic Partnership. 
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The following spoke: Ricardo Cortés Lastra (Co-President), José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-
President), Norbert Glante (rapporteur, S&D), José Luis Jaime Correa (rapporteur, PRD),
Alberto Cinta Martinez (PVEM), Santiago Fisas Ayxela (PPE), Carlos Flores Rico (PRI), Carlos 
Jiménez Macías (PRI), Teresa Jiménez-Becerril (PPE), Porfirio Muñoz Ledo (PT), Teresa 
Ortuño Gurza (PAN) and Beatriz Paredes Rangel (PRI).

8. Fifth report: EU-Mexico scientific and technological cooperation 

Rapporteur for the EP delegation: Santiago Fisas (PPE)

Rapporteur for the Mexican delegation: Senator Francisco Castellón Fonseca (PRD)

The two rapporteurs stressed the following points:

- EU-Mexico scientific and technological cooperation is provided for in Article 29 of the 
Mexico-EU Global Agreement, in force since 1 October 2000.

- Such cooperation aims to promote:
° the exchange of information and know-how of a specialised nature in the field of science 

and technology, with particular reference to implementing policies and programmes;
° permanent links between the scientific communities of the two parties;
° human resource training.

- Scientific and technological cooperation between the parties has been substantially boosted 
thanks to the EU-Mexico Scientific and Technological Cooperation Agreement (STCA),
which came into force for a five-year period in 2005 and was renewed in 2010.

- The main areas of cooperation are: nanoscience and nanotechnology, health, foodstuffs,
agriculture, biotechnology, fisheries, the environment and climate change, social sciences and 
humanities, etc.

- This cooperation agreement has enabled Mexican research centres to participate in the 
European Commission's Sixth and Seventh Framework Programmes for Research and 
Development.

- Under the STCA agreement, 2007 saw the creation of the International Cooperation Fund for 
the Promotion of Scientific and Technological Research (known as FONCICYT) for Mexico 
and the EU. Its objective is to support joint research projects and to establish and develop 
research networks. 34 projects have been approved in the framework of FONCICYT, covering 
204 beneficiary institutions (101 Mexican and 103 European).

- The mid-term review undertaken in 2010 concerning bilateral Mexico-EU cooperation in the 
framework of the 'Strategic Document for Mexico 2007-2013' led to a significant development 
for EU-Mexico scientific and technological cooperation: for the period 2011-2013, such 
cooperation will be considered a key component of the third priority area of the Strategic 
Document, i.e. education and culture.

- In addition, the Joint Executive Plan, adopted at the 2010 EU-Mexico summit held in Comillas
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(Cantabria, Spain) with a view to further boosting the Strategic Partnership, contains a specific 
chapter on science, technology and innovation.

- Scientific and technological cooperation between the partners has more than proved its worth, 
and it is essential that it should continue. 

The following spoke: Ricardo Cortés Lastra (Co-President), José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-
President), Santiago Fisas Ayxela (co-rapporteur), Francisco Castellón Fonseca (co-rapporteur), 
Rosario Green Macías (PRI), José López Pescador (PRI), Porfirio Muñoz Ledo (PT), Beatriz 
Paredes Rangel (PRI) and Francisco Salazar Sáenz (PAN).

9. Final considerations and adoption of the Joint Declaration

The Joint Declaration resulting from the twelfth meeting of the EU-Mexico JPC was adopted 
unanimously. 

The following spoke: Ricardo Cortés Lastra (Co-President) and José Guadarrama Márquez (Co-
President).

10. Date and place of the thirteenth EU-Mexico JPC meeting 

It was proposed that the thirteenth EU-Mexico JPC meeting should be held in Mexico during the 
second half of 2011 (dates to be confirmed).

The meeting closed at 13.30.

*     *      * 

Afterwards, the Members of JPC EU-Mexico travelled to Brussels where they met some 
Presidents of Parliamentary Committees, and others European Parliament Members.

Lists of Participants

Members of the Delegation
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First Name Name Political 
Group

Country
/ Tel.

Sr. Ricardo CORTÉS LASTRA, Presidente de la Delegación
 Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-
Latinoamericana
 Comisión de Desarrollo 
 Comisión de Desarrollo Regional
 Delegación para las Relaciones con los Países de la 
Comunidad Andina
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/expert/groupAndCountry/view.do?co
untry=ES&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=96987

S&D España

+32/2-2845814

Sr. Santiago FISAS AYXELA
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/México, 

Vicepresidente I
 Comisión de Comisión de Cultura y Educación, Miembro
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Cariforum-UE
 Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/expert/groupAndCountry/view.do?co
untry=ES&partNumber=1&language=FR&id=96729

PPE España

+32/2-2845169

Sr. Luis Manuel CAPOULAS SANTOS
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/México, 

Miembro
 Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Vicepresidente
 Comisión de Agricultura y Desarrollo Rural, Miembro
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=P
T&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=28311

S&D Portugal

+32/2-2845991

Sr.

MORGANTI CLAUDIO
 Comisión de Presupuestos
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE-

México
 Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?language
=ES&partNumber=1&name=morganti&id=97280

EFD Italia

+32/2-2845991

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/expert/groupAndCountry/view.do?country=ES&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=96987
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/expert/groupAndCountry/view.do?country=ES&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=96987
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=PT&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=28311
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=PT&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=28311
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?language=ES&partNumber=1&name=morganti&id=97280
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?language=ES&partNumber=1&name=morganti&id=97280
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Sr. JOSE IGNACIO SALAFRANCA
 Conferenci de Presidentes de las Delegaciones
 Comisión de Asuntos Exteriores
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria UE Mexico

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?name=SAL
AFRANCA&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=2002

PPE Espana

+32/2-2845991

Sra. Teresa TERESA JIMENEZ-BECERRIL BARRIO
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/México, 

Suplente
 Comisión de Libertades Civiles, Justicia y Asuntos de 

Interior, Miembro
 Comisión de Derechos de la Mujer e Igualdad de Género, 

Miembro
 Subcomisión de Derechos Humanos, Miembro
 Delegación para las Relaciones con Japón, Miembro
 Comisión de Empleo y Asuntos Sociales
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=E
S&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=96806

PPE España

+32/2-2845198

Sr. CHARLES GOERENS

 Comisión de Desarrollo
 Comisión de Derechos Humanos

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?name=goer
ens&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=840

ALDE Luxemburgo

+32/2-2845991

Sra. ASTRID LULLING
Mesa del PE
Questores
Comisión de Asuntos Económicos y Monetarios
Comisión d e Derechos de la Mujer y Genero
Delegación para las Relaciones con los Países de America 
Central
Delegación en la Asamblea Eurolatinoamericana

PPE Luxemburgo

+32/2-2845198

Sr. Dirk STERCKX
 Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE-México, 

Miembro
 Comisión de Transportes y Turismo, Miembro
 Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro
 Comisión de Asuntos Económicos y Monetarios, Suplente
 Comisión de Empleo y Asuntos Sociales, Suplente
 Delegación para las Relaciones con la República Popular 

China, Suplente

ALDE Belgica

+32/2-2845111

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?name=SALAFRANCA&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=2002
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?name=SALAFRANCA&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=2002
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=ES&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=96806
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=ES&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=96806
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?name=goerens&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=840
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/yourMep/view.do?name=goerens&partNumber=1&language=ES&id=840
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http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=B
E&partNumber=1&zone=Nederlands+Kiescollege&language=ES&id=4243

Grupos Políticos de los Miembros de la Delegación
PPE - Grupo del Partido Popular Europeo (Demócrata-Cristianos)
S-D - Grupo de la Alianza Progresista de Socialistas y Demócratas en el Parlamento Europeo
ALDE - Grupo de la Alianza de los Demócratas y Liberales por Europa 
Verts/ALE - Grupo de los Verdes/Alianza Libre Europea 
ECR - Grupo Conservadores y Reformistas Europeos 
GUE/NGL - Grupo Confederal de la Izquierda Unitaria Europea/Izquierda Verde Nórdica 
EFD - Grupo Europa de la Libertad y de la Democracia
NI - Grupo No-Inscritos

Secretaría de la Delegación (3)

Sr. Pedro NEVES Administrador

Sra. Rosa-Maria LICOP CABO Asistente

Secretarías de los Grupos Políticos (3)

Sr. Juan SALAFRANCA ConsejerOGrupo PPE

Sra. Beatrix HOPPIARD ConsejerAGrupo S&D

Embajadora de la UE en México: Sra. Marie Anne Coninx, Embajadora

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=BE&partNumber=1&zone=Nederlands+Kiescollege&language=ES&id=4243
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/public/geoSearch/view.do?country=BE&partNumber=1&zone=Nederlands+Kiescollege&language=ES&id=4243
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DELEGACIÓN MEXICANA 
XII REUNIÓN COMISIÓN PARLAMENTARIA MIXTA

MÉXICO – UNION EUROPEA

SENADORES

Sen. José Guadarrama 
Márquez, 
Presidente
PRD

Hemiciclo Piso 3 oficina 4
Reforma 135
Col. Tabacalera
México DF, 06030
 Teléfono
53-45-30-00 Ext: 3545
Fax
5196
Correo electrónico
jguadarrama@senado.gob.mx

Sen. Carlos Jiménez 
Macías, 
Vicepresidente
PRI

Hemiciclo Piso 4 oficina 16
Reforma 135
Col. Tabacalera
México DF, 06030
 Teléfono
53-45-30-00 Ext.: 3072,5127
Fax
5326
Correo electrónico
cjimenezmacias@senado.gob.mx

Sen. Guadalupe 
Francisco Javier 
Castellón Fonseca
PRD

Hemiciclo Piso 3 oficina 8
Reforma 135
Col. Tabacalera
México DF, 06030
 Teléfono
53-45-30-00 Ext.: 3382, 3470
Fax: 3827
Correo electrónico
fjcaste@senado.gob.mx
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SENADORES

Sen. Juan Bueno Torio
PAN

Torre Azul
Piso 8, Oficina C
Reforma 136
Col. Juárez
Del. Cuauhtémoc
México DF, 06600
53-45-30-00 Ext. 3903,3472 
Fax: 5208 
Correo Electrónico:
juan.bueno@pan.senado.gob.mx 

Sen. Luis Alberto 
Villarreal García
PAN

Dirección: Teléfono: 
Torre Azul
Piso 8,Oficina D
Reforma 136
Col. Juárez
Del. Cuauhtémoc
México DF, 06600
53-45-30-00 Ext. 3045 
Fax: 5068 
Correo Electrónico 
villarreal@pan.senado.gob.mx 

Sito Web: http://www.villarreal.org.mx/index.html

Sen. Rosario Green 
Macías
PRI

Hemiciclo Piso 4 oficina 13
Reforma 135
Col. Tabacalera
México DF, 06030
 Teléfono
53-45-30-00 Ext.: 3204,5107
Fax
5306
Correo electrónico
rgreen@senado.gob.mx
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SENADORES

Sen. Ma. Teresa Ortuño 
Gurza
PAN

Torre Azul
Piso 18,Oficina C
Reforma 136
Col. Juárez
Del. Cuauhtémoc
México DF, 06600 Teléfono
53-45-30-00 Ext.: 3301
Fax
5218
Correo electrónico
tere.ortuno@pan.senado.gob.mx 
Sitio Web
http://www.tereortuno.org/

DIPUTADOS Tel: 56281300
50360000

Dip. Beatríz Paredes 
Rangel
Vicepresidenta
PRI

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Ext. 8238
Ubicación: Edificio “G” 2°
Correo Electrónico:
beatriz.paredes@congreso.gob.mx

Dip. Carlos Flores Rico
PRI

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Ext. 66040
Ubicación: Edificio “C” 1°
Correo Electrónico:
carlos.flores@congreso.gob.mx

mailto:beatriz.paredes@congreso.gob.mx
mailto:carlos.flores@congreso.gob.mx
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DIPUTADOS Tel: 56281300
50360000

Dip. Francisco Javier 
Salazar Sáenz
PAN

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Tel. 57168322 
Mesa directiva
Ubicación: Edificio “A” 2°
Correo Electrónico:
francisco.salazar@congreso.gob.mx

Dip. José Luis Jaime 
Correa
PRD

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Ext. 1774
Ubicación: Edificio “ B “ 3°
Correo Electrónico:
jose.jaime@congreso.gob.mx

Dip. Alberto Emiliano 
Cinta Martinez
PVEM

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Ext.59093 
Ubicación: Edificio “H” 3° 
Correo Electrónico:
alberto.cinta@congreso.gob.mx 

Dip. Porfirio Muñoz 
Ledo
PT

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Ubicación: Edificio “D”, P. B.
Ext. Oficina: 57239
Correo Electrónico:
porfirio.munozledo@congreso.gob.mx

DIPUTADOS Tel: 56281300

mailto:%20francisco.salazar@congreso.gob.mx
mailto:jose.jaime@congreso.gob.mx
mailto:%20alberto.cinta@congreso.gob.mx
mailto:porfirio.munozledo@congreso.gob.mx
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50360000

Dip. José Ricardo López 
Pescador
PRI

Av. Congreso de la Unión N° 66, 
Col. El Parque
México DF, C.P. 15960
Ext. 58222
Ubicación: Edificio F Tercer Piso

Correo electrónico:
jricardo.lopez@congreso.gob.mx

Secretariat of the Delegatión:
Sra. Jovita Hernandez Rios, Asesora
Sr. Luis Gabriel Delgadillo, Secretario técnico
Sr. Juan Pablo Calderón Patino, Asesor

Embassy of México to the EU:
Sra. Sandra Fuentes Berain, Embajadora
Sr. Alberto Glender, Consejero
Sr. Juan Bosco Tinoco, Consejero

mailto:jricardo.lopez@congreso.gob.mx
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     Annex II

TWELFTH MEETING OF THE EU-MEXICO JOINT PARLIAMENTARY 
COMMITTEE

Luxembourg, 19-21 June 2011

Programme

Saturday, 18 June 2011 Luxembourg

Individual arrivals of the Mexican members in Luxembourg and transfer to 
hotel: 

Hotel Sofitel Luxembourg Le Grand Ducal
Place: 40 Boulevard d'Avranches, 1160 Luxembourg - www.sofitel.com/Luxembourg

Sunday, 19 June 2011 Luxembourg

Individual arrivals of the Mexican members in Luxembourg and transfer to 
hotel: 

Hotel Sofitel Luxembourg Le Grand Ducal
Place: 40 Boulevard d'Avranches, 1160 Luxembourg - www.sofitel.com/Luxembourg

13h00 Departure from Brussels of the members of the EP delegation - minibus to 
Luxembourg
Place: Minibus departs from Altiero Spinelli building entrance

13h30 Working lunch - Mexican delegation 
Place: Hotel Sofitel Luxembourg Le Grand Ducal

15h30 Arrival of the members of the EP delegation in Luxembourg and transfer to 
hotel: 

Hotel Légère Premium Luxembourg
Place: 11, rue Gabriel Lippmann, L-5365 Munsbach - www.legerehotels.com

16h30 Departure of participants from Hotel Légère Premium Luxembourg 

16h45 Departure of participants from Hotel Sofitel Le Grand Ducal 

http://www.sofitel.com/Luxembourg
http://www.sofitel.com/Luxembourg
http://www.legerehotels.com
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16h45-17h30 Departure of participants for the locality of Schengen

17h30-19h30 Visit to the Schengen European Centre, on the initiative of Astrid Lulling, EP 
Quaestor
Place: rue Goebbels, L-5445 Schengen, Luxembourg

20h00-21h30 Dinner offered by Ricardo Cortes Lastra, Co-President of the EU-Mexico JPC
Place: Restaurant 'Domaine Henri Ruppert' - 1, um Markusberg - L-5445 Schengen, 

Luxembourg

21h45 Return to the hotels Sofitel Grand Ducal and Légère Premium

Monday, 20 June 2011 Luxembourg

08h30 Departure from the Hotel Sofitel for the European Parliament (Bus 1)
Place: Schuman Building, Plateau du Kirchberg, Luxembourg

08h30 Departure from the Hotel Légère Premium for the European Parliament 
(Bus 2)
Place: Schuman Building, Plateau du Kirchberg, Luxembourg

09h30-10h25 Inauguration of the Twelfth EU-Mexico JPC meeting
Place: Schuman Building, Meeting room - 6th floor

10h25-10h35 Break

10h35-10h45 Adoption of draft agenda; approval of minutes of the Eleventh EU-Mexico 
JPC meeting (Mexico City, 1-4 December 2010)

SESSION I

10h45-12h45 Political, economic and social situation in Mexico and the EU

EP rapporteur: Teresa Jiménez-Becerril Barrio (PPE)
Mexican delegation rapporteurs: Francisco Javier Salazar Sáenz / Senator 
Teresa Ortuño Gurza (PAN) 

12h45-13h00 Departure for the European Court of Justice (ECJ)

13h00-14h45 Lunch with Members of the ECJ
Place: European Court of Justice

14h45 Departure for the European Parliament
Place: Schuman Building, Meeting room - 6th floor
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SESSION II

15h00-16h25 Climate change - prospects post-Cancún

EP rapporteur: Dirk Sterckx (ALDE)
Mexican delegation rapporteur: Beatriz Paredes Rangel (PRI) 

16h25-16h35 Break

16h45-17h00 Departure for the European Investment Bank (EIB)
Place: 98, Boulevard Konrad Adenauer

17h00-18h00 Visit to the EIB and meeting with Magdalena Álvarez, EIB Vice-President

18h00 Departure for the historic centre of Luxembourg
Place: Place de la Constitution 

18h30-19h30 Guided visit to the historic centre of Luxembourg

19h30-20h30 Visit to the Chamber of Deputies of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg; 
reception offered by the President of the Chamber, Laurent Mosar 
Place: Room 19 - Chamber of Deputies of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, rue du Marché-aux-

Herbes, L-1728 Luxembourg

20h35 Departure for dinner venue 

21h00-22h30 Dinner offered by the Mexican Embassy to Belgium and Luxembourg and 
Mission to the EU
Place: Restaurant 'Cercle Munster' - 5-7, rue Munster, L-2160 Luxembourg

22h45 Return to the hotels Sofitel Grand Ducal and Légère Premium
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Tuesday, 21 June 2011 Luxembourg

SESSION III

08h15 Departure from the Hotel Sofitel for the European Parliament (Bus 1)
Place: Schuman Building, Plateau du Kirchberg, Luxembourg

08h15 Departure from the Hotel Légère Premium for the European Parliament 
(Bus 2)
Place: Schuman Building, Plateau du Kirchberg, Luxembourg

09h15-10h15 The role of Mexico and the EU in the G-20 and other international forums -
Prospects for cooperation and political coordination 

Mexican delegation rapporteur: Senator Rosario Green (PRI)

10h15-11h30 Participation of civil society in the various aspects of the EU-Mexico Strategic 
Partnership - Strengthening of coordination and links between parliaments 
and governments 

EP rapporteur: Norbert Glante (S&D)
Mexican delegation rapporteur: José Luis Jaime Correa (PRD)

11h30-11h45 Break

11h45-13h00 EU-Mexico scientific and technological cooperation 

EP rapporteur: Santiago Fisas Ayxela (PPE)
Mexican delegation rapporteur: Senator Francisco Castellón Fonseca (PRD)

13h00-13h30 Final considerations and adoption of Joint Declaration

Thirteenth EU-Mexico JPC: date and place

Closure of proceedings
13.30-13.45 Departure for the centre of Luxembourg

13h45-15h15 Lunch in honour of the members of the Mexican delegation, offered by the 
President of the EP 
Place: Restaurant 'L'Annexe' - 7, rue du Saint-Esprit, L-1475 Luxembourg

16h00 Departure of participants for Brussels 
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18h30 Arrival in Brussels and:

Transfer of the EP delegation to the European Parliament 
Place: ASP Building, Rue Wiertz, B-1049 Brussels

Transfer of the Mexican delegation to the Hotel Royal Windsor/Aloft
Place: 5 rue Duquesnoy, B-1000 Brussels
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EU-MEXICO JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

12th Meeting of the EU-Mexico Joint Parliamentary Committee 
20-21 June 2011 

Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

The delegations from the European Parliament and the Congress of the United States of Mexico to 
the EU-Mexico Joint Parliamentary Committee (hereafter JPC), having concluded the twelfth 
meeting held in Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, have agreed on the following:

DRAFT JOINT DECLARATION

1. Both delegations express their satisfaction that the two annual meetings provided for in the rules 
of procedure governing the JPC continue to take place as planned; they are committed to taking 
forward and strengthening the current relationship between the two parties and continuing the 
sound and substantial work they have done thus far.

2. The European and Mexican Delegations emphasise the importance of relations between the EU 
and Mexico in the context of the Global Agreement and the EU-Mexico Strategic Partnership 
and express their commitment to continue strengthening this relationship through 
interparliamentary dialogue, cooperation and exchange, to the benefit of the peoples of Europe 
and Mexico. 

3. The European and Mexican delegations express their satisfaction at the positive outcome of their 
bilateral cooperation on science and technology during the 2005-2010 period, which was 
undoubtedly reflected in the decision by the European and Mexican governments to renew the 
EU-Mexico scientific and technological cooperation agreement for a further five years. Both 
sides call on the European Commission and the Government of Mexico to continue working to 
further expand bilateral cooperation in this sector, with special emphasis on the efficient 
administration of resources and the assessment of results obtained.
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With a view to preparing a new cycle of bilateral cooperation, the parties agree to encourage the 
inclusion of a varied range of topics and add new and increased resources with which to launch 
activities in additional fields such as civil aviation, air transport and climate change, among 
others in which an exchange of experience has already started to take place. 

Aware of the key role of scientific and technological knowledge and innovation in achieving 
sustainable development, they agree to play a more proactive role in strengthening regional and 
biregional cooperation in this field.

In light of this, both parties are particularly pleased with the FONCICYT Forum on Scientific 
and Technological Cooperation, held on 24-25 February 2011 in San José del Cabo, Baja 
California Sur (Mexico), with the presentation of 24 projects and 10 networks funded by the 
International Cooperation Fund for Science and Technology (FONCICYT), covering nine 
sectors established by the EU-Mexico scientific and technological cooperation agreement.

4. The European and Mexican delegations recognise the progress made in EU-Mexico trade, which 
in 2010 reached EUR 34.4 million, a 32% increase on the figures for 2009. Nevertheless, both 
parties consider that this pillar of the Global Agreement can still be used to greater advantage 
and therefore insist on the need to continue strengthening trade links between the EU and 
Mexico.

5. Both delegations reiterate their belief that it is essential to actively involve European and 
Mexican civil society, as well as the EU-Mexico JPC, in both the EU-Mexico Strategic 
Partnership and the Global Agreement. This involvement should be channelled through a joint 
advisory body comprising the European Economic and Social Committee, on the European side, 
and, for Mexico, the institutions or other methods of participation it chooses, in line with the 
conclusions of the 4th Forum for dialogue between civil society and the governments of Mexico 
and the EU. The 5th Forum, due to be held in Brussels in 2012, offers an excellent opportunity 
to make further progress in this area.

They also agree to promote a specific topical agenda for previously-agreed periods, to address 
topics of particular interest to both delegations, such as human rights, effective legislation in 
cooperation with civil society, migration, and social and human development, among others.

6. Both delegations express satisfaction with the results of the COP 16, held in Cancún, Mexico, 
from 29 November to 10 December 2010 and chaired by the Mexican secretariat for external 
relations. Both parties emphasise the need to reach a global, legally binding agreement 
establishing a legal framework of aims and actions to reduce greenhouse gases in line with the 
principle of shared and differentiated responsibilities, at the forthcoming COP 17 meeting, due 
to be held in Durban at the end of 2011. 

7. Both parties reiterate their commitment to continue building and strengthening dialogue on 
climate change and the environment in general, which should be expressed in the form of 
legislative initiatives and public policy, as well as through actions undertaken by the private 
sector. They similarly consider it important to continue to pursue agreements on decisive issues 
such as emission reduction and monitoring, carbon markets, deforestation and financial and 
technological transfers. With this in mind, both delegations call on governments to implement 
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the Copenhagen and Cancún agreements in terms of creating new mechanisms with which to 
transfer technology and financial resources to developing countries, as a fundamental step in the 
process of attaining emission-reduction goals and carrying out essential adaptation measures.

8. Both delegations also highlight the importance of promoting long-term strategies and actions to 
encourage more effective use of energy resources and the necessary transition to low-carbon 
economies and societies.

In this respect, they express their support for the proposed goal of reducing Mexican greenhouse 
gas emissions to half their level for 2000 by 2050 and the expressed wish of the European 
Parliament that EU countries achieve a 30% cut in emissions by 2020 compared with 1990 
levels, and for the objectives detailed in the Commission's 'road map' for a low carbon economy 
by 2050. 

9. Both delegations are pleased to note that the objective of maintaining average world 
temperatures less than 2° higher than in preindustrial times has been maintained by the COP 16. 
The Mexican delegation particularly wishes to thank the EU for supporting the Mexican 
Government in its successful conclusion of the Cancún negotiations. The European delegation in 
turn congratulates the Mexican Government on its excellent organisation of the COP 16 and its 
exceptional handling of the negotiations leading up to the above-mentioned agreements.

10. The European and Mexican delegations particularly welcome the COP 16's decision to set up a 
Green Climate Fund, aimed at achieving a fair distribution of resources between adaptation and 
mitigation measures. Both parties acknowledge the key role of the Mexican Government in the 
creation of this fund and the significant backing which it received from the EU following the 
presentation of its original proposal at the 5th EU-LAC Summit.

Both parties are, however, concerned to note that according to the International Energy Agency 
the maximum level of world greenhouse gas emissions in 2010 reached 30.6 gigatonnes, which 
is 5% more than the recorded emissions for 2008. Both delegations consider that initiatives in 
the environmental sphere need to move beyond multilateralism to take the form of overall, 
effective national public policies and private sector initiatives, and agree to promote a joint 
strategy aimed at the adoption of more ambitious and specific agreements on climate change at 
the Durban summit.

11. The European delegation thanks Ambassador Juan Manuel Gómez Robledo Verduzco, under-
Secretary of State for multilateral affairs and human rights at the Secretariat for External 
Relations, for his presentation at the 11th JPC meeting on the negotiations then underway in the 
context of the COP 16. 

12. Both delegations also express satisfaction at the results of the second phase of the EU-Mexico 
human rights cooperation programme, which was operational from 2008-2010, and urge the 
Mexican Government and the European Commission to continue designing and implementing 
bilateral cooperation programmes in this field, and to strengthen this type of cooperation at 
multilateral level within the framework of the EU-Mexico Strategic Partnership, with a view to 
reaching ever more tangible results.
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13. Both parties reaffirm their support for the development of an integral, multilateral and regional 
approach in the fight against organised transnational crime and, in particular, against drug and 
people-trafficking and the illegal trade in arms.

In particular, both delegations plan to examine the options for cooperation between Mexico and 
the EU on the fight against organised crime and on border control, as set out in the Joint 
Implementation Plan of the EU-Mexico Strategic Partnership.

Both delegations also express their interest in launching a discussion on security and the fight 
against drug-trafficking, as proposed by the Global Committee on Drug Policy, in the light of the 
concern generated by escalating violence in Mexico and in solidarity with the Mexican people's 
struggle against the illegal drug trade, as already expressed by the European Parliament.

14. The European and Mexican delegations are extremely concerned by the natural disasters which 
have recently devastated several parts of the world, claiming many lives, affecting countless 
people and causing huge material damage, and express their solidarity with all those who have 
suffered their consequences. Both delegations reaffirm their firm intention to introduce laws and 
public policies to set up civil protection and safety programmes. 

15. Insofar as attainment of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) is an objective shared by 
both the EU and Mexico, both delegations are pleased with their joint efforts to achieve these 
goals. They reiterate their determination to encourage laws, public policies and private sector 
initiatives aimed at building genuinely sustainable human development. With specific reference 
to gender equality, both delegations welcome the Commission's funding of civil society projects 
in Mexico linked to gender equality issues, such as that in Tlaxcala, Mexico, and hope that these 
initiatives will serve in the future to encourage further bilateral cooperation in this sphere. 

16. Both delegations stress the particular importance within EU-Mexico relations of cooperation on 
education, a view which is shared by their respective executive bodies, which have recognised 
that education and culture are a priority sector for bilateral cooperation during the 2011-2013 
period.

Both parties are therefore keen for a sectoral agreement on education and training to be signed 
between the EU and Mexico, within the terms of Article 30 of the Global Agreement. The 
negotiations for such an agreement should look at the possibility of according mutual recognition 
to study periods, qualifications and diplomas, as well as setting up joint programmes to foster 
higher education student mobility and academic cooperation between universities.

Both parties support the idea of including grants for specialised studies related to climate change 
within the Erasmus Mundi programme and other higher education and grant-providing 
programmes. 

17. The European and Mexican delegations welcome the new EU-Mexico Competitiveness and 
Innovation Programme (PROCEI), which was launched in January 2011, with a budget of EUR 
18 million to support Mexican small and medium-sized enterprises with technical assistance and 
advice, so that they can target or increase their exports to the European internal market.
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18. Both parties also welcome the signature of the EU-Mexico integrated social cohesion 
programme (Social Cohesion Laboratory), with a budget of EUR 20 million, which will benefit 
Mexican society by helping to build greater social cohesion in Mexico, by ensuring more 
accessible and better quality basic social sector services and programmes. 

19.  Both delegations express their concern at the difficulties which may be faced by pensions 
systems due to inadequate financial reserves, and which could lead to another financial and 
social crisis if not addressed.

20. Both delegations are pleased to note the signature of the agreement on certain aspects of air 
transport between the EU and Mexico, which will make it possible to harmonise the existing 
bilateral agreements on this matter between Mexico and the 27 EU Member States, and they are 
firmly committed to duly monitor progress in this field in their respective parliaments.

21. The European and Mexican delegations reiterate their commitment to the shared values of 
development and consolidation of democracy and respect for human rights. Both delegations 
hope that the Mexican Congress and the European Parliament will collaborate in electoral 
observation missions, a possibility already raised by European and Mexico in the Joint 
Implementation Plan which underpins the EU-Mexico Strategic Partnership.

22. The European and Mexican delegations are delighted at the marked increase in Mexican 
academic activities linked to bilateral EU-Mexico relations and recognise the efforts made in this 
respect by Mexican universities and the EU Delegation in Mexico.

23. Both delegations reiterate the importance of biregional relations and are in favour of 
strengthening parliamentary dialogue within the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly 
on matters of international importance and on triangular cooperation in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. Both parties consider that the political framework established by the EU-Mexico 
Strategic Partnership could be used for this purpose.

The Mexican delegation would also like to encourage participation by members of the EP 
delegation in some events held by interparliamentary cooperation bodies in the Americas.

24. The European and Mexican delegations are pleased with the projects which have already been 
funded in the Latin American region through the Latin American Investment Facility.

25. Both delegations make a firm commitment to endeavour to strengthen EU-LAC biregional 
cooperation on migration through structured dialogue, which should include the topics agreed by 
the working party on migration set up by the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly 
(EuroLat). Such dialogue should include an exchange of information about the measures 
designed to create synergies between migration and development in the countries of origin, 
transit, destination and return and on full respect for migrants' human rights.

26. The European delegation notes with satisfaction the Mexican Congress's approval of the 
Migration Law, containing the legal basis for Mexico's migration policy. In an overall context of 
increased opening to globalisation and regional integration, this policy will help to better protect 
the rights and safety of national and foreign migrants, recognising their rights under the law.
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27. Both delegations recognise the destabilising effects on States and societies of the illegal drugs 
trade and organised crime. They call for the introduction of innovative cooperation mechanisms 
within  the context of the EU-Latin America cooperation programme on drugs (COPOLAD) and 
support the celebration in Mexico of the international conference on drugs trafficking and 
organised crime, which was decided on at the meeting of the EuroLat political committee in 
Cuenca, in November 2010.

28. Both parties stress the importance of future triangular cooperation involving Mexico, the EU and 
third countries or regions. Triangular cooperation linking Mexico, the EU and Central America 
would be particularly welcome, given the fact that Mexico and the EU already enjoy a privileged 
relationship with the countries of Central America. The parties also wish to encourage the 
implementation of the Mesoamerican integration and development programme and the 
integrated safety and justice programme. The fight against drugs trafficking is an important 
element of the latter programme. 

29.  The European and Mexican delegations are convinced that where nuclear energy is concerned, 
the experience of Fukushima has shown that it is essential to guarantee human and 
environmental safety.

Both delegations therefore welcome the recent agreement between the European Commission 
and the European nuclear safety authorities requiring nuclear installations in EU Member States 
to undergo stringent safety checks, including resistance tests, from 1 June 2011. They also 
welcome, in a general manner, all policies designed to minimise any risks posed to people and 
the environment by nuclear plants during their useful lifetime. 

30. Both delegations agree on the need to expand and strengthen with new structures and 
mechanisms the excellent level of political dialogue which has characterised the EU-Mexico 
JPC, to enable its continued evolution.

Both parties therefore agree to launch a serious and far-reaching discussion on the future of this 
joint parliamentary committee, with the aim of making it an increasingly important part of 
political, economic, cultural and cooperation-related interaction between the EU and Mexico.

Both delegations also agree to consolidate the EU-Mexico JPC as the institutional mechanism 
through which links between the European Parliament and the Mexican Congress are 
channelled. The EU-Mexico JPC therefore agrees to request that a report be submitted by each 
of the delegations and thematic committees involved in EU-Mexico interaction.

31. Both delegations agree to ask their respective executive powers to invite them as observers to the 
various meetings of the consultation mechanisms and sectoral dialogues provided for in the 
Global Agreement and, in particular, the dialogue with civil society.

32. The Mexican delegation congratulates the European delegation on the Europe Day celebrations 
held on 9 May 2011 to mark the 61st anniversary of the Schuman Declaration.

33. The Mexican delegation also thanks the European delegation and the people of Luxembourg for 
their hospitality.
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34. It is agreed that the 13th meeting of the JPC will take place in Mexico in the second half of 
2011.

35. Both parties agree to forward this declaration to the members of  the EU-Mexico Joint Council, 
reiterating their wish for the co-chairs of the EU-Mexico Joint Parliamentary Committee to 
attend future meetings of the Joint Council

Done at Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, on 21 June 2011.

European Parliament Delegation to the 
EU-Mexico Joint Parliamentary 

Committee 

 Ricardo Cortés Lastra
Chair

Delegation of the Honourable Congress 
of the Union of the United States of 

Mexico to the EU-Mexico Joint 
Parliamentary Committee

Senator José Guadarrama Márquez
Chair
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